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ABSTRACT 
Let A =(a i i  ) be a positive semidefinite matrix with all = az2 . . . .  ann = 1, and 
let B = (laiil2). It is shown that every eigenvalue ~, of B satisfies h/> det A. The case 
of equality for nonsingular A is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
z I ] 
1 ' Izl 2 ' 
where z is a complex number. The eigenvalues of B, 1 + I zl~, are the same as 
the determinant and permanent of A. In a recent paper, Grone and Merris 
[2] conjectured that ff A = (ai i)  is an n-by-n positive semidefinite hermitian 
matrix with a l l  . . . . .  a , ,  =1  and B =([a~il~), then the spectrum of B is 
contained in the closed interval [det A, perA]. The purpose of this paper is to 
prove the determinantal part of this conjecture. 
THEOnEM 1. Let A -- ( a i i) be an n-by-n positive semideflnite hermitian 
matrix with main-diagonal entries a , = 1. Let B = (la ~il~). Then the spec- 
trum orB  is contained in the interval [det A, ~) .  
The 2-by-2 example above suggests that the spectrum of B is not just 
contained in [det A,perA]; it suggests that det A and perA are the smallest 
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and largest eigenvalues of B. This is not always true. In fact the 2-by-2 
example with I zl < 1 is essentially the only type of positive definite hermitian 
matrix for which det A is an eigenvalue of B. 
THEOREM 2. Let A and B be the matrices defined in Theorem 1. In 
addition, assume that A is nonsingular. Then detA is an eigenvalue of B i f  
and only i rA  = I n or A has exactly two nonzero entries, a i j  and a ji, of f  the 
main diagonal. 
We denote the cone of all n-by-n positive definite hermitian matrices by 
H n, and the convex subset of I-I n consisting of those matrices A = (aq)  with 
a u . . . . .  a ,n  = 1 by C n. We will refer to the elements of C n as correlation 
matrices, since they arise as correlation coefficients from n random variables. 
The relationship between the matrices A and B can be described in 
terms of Gram matrices. Every matrix A in I t  n is a Gram matrix. That is, 
there are complex n-tuples, v1 .. . . .  v n, such that aij = (vi,vj), where (u,v) is 
the standard inner product of complex n-tuples. (A correlation matrix then is 
just a Gram matrix based on vectors of length 1.) The i, j element of B 
satisfies 
b,i = [a ,j[ ~ = (v~®~,vj®~j). 
Thus B is the Gram matrix based on the tensors vl®~ 1... . .  vn®~ n. From this 
we see that B ~ I-I, (Cn) whenever A ~ H n (Cn). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof relies on a recent result in [3], which involves the idea of a 
generalized matrix function. Let c: S n ~ C be a complex-valued function on 
the symmetric group S n. For each such function c, define a complex-valued 
generalized matrix function de: M,  --* C on the space M,  of complex n-by-n 
matrices A =(a i i  ) as follows: 
de(A) = E c(a) f i  at,®(t). 
o~Sn tffil 
The determinant and permanent are the generalized matrix functions corre- 
sponding to the choices c(o)= sign(o) and c = 1. We need the following 
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result from [3]: 
PROPOSITION [3]. I f  de(A) >~ 0 for all A ~ Its, then de(A) >1 c( e )det( A ) 
for all A ~ H, .  ( e denotes the identity permutation.) 
The proof of this proposition is given in the next section, where it is 
needed to prove Theorem 2. 
Equipped with the proposition, we proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. 
It suffices to show that 
~, la , j l av j  >1 det A (1) 
i , j  
for all A ~ C ,  and all vectors v of length 1. So let v = (v 1 .. . . .  v~) be a unit 
vector, and define a function c: S, ~ C as follows: 
1 
C(O) = DiVj + ~jV i
~0 
if o- -~e,  
ff o = the transposition (i, j ) ,  
otherwise. 
(z) 
It is not difficult to see that 
dc(A)  = ~, la , i l ev j  >1 O, (3) 
z, 1 
for all A ~ C n. In order to use the proposition, we need to show that 
de(A)  >1 0 for all A in H . ,  not just for A in C.. This is not difficult. If 
A ~ H .  and a .  = 0 for some i, then dc(A) = O. If aii ~ 0 for all i, let D be 
the diagonal matrix D = diag(all . . . . .  ann ). Then D-t/gAD -1/9 ~ Cn. Thus, 
from (3), 0 ~< d~(D-1/aAD -1/~) = a-~l I . . .  a~2d~(A). Since a .  > 0 for all i, 
it follows that d c( A ) >10. 
We have shown that the function c satisfies the condition of the proposi- 
tion. Therefore, dc(A ) >i c(e)det A for all A in H. .  But c(e)= 1, so (1) 
holds for all vectors v of length one and all A in C n. The proof of Theorem 1 
is complete. 
3. det A AN EIGENVALUE OF B 
In this section we discuss the conditions under which det A is an 
eigenvalue of B. Suppose first that B is singular. Then zero is the smallest 
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eigenvalue of B, so det A = 0 and A is also singular. In fact, rank(A)~< 
rank(B). To see this suppose that A = ((vi,vi)) is the Gram matrix based on 
the vectors v I . . . . .  v,. Then rank(A) equals the dimension of the space 
spanned by v 1 . . . . .  v,. Assume that Vl . . . . .  v, form a basis for this subspace, so 
that rank(A)  = r. Then vl@~ 1 . . . . .  v,@V~ are linearly independent. So rank(B) 
>/r  = rank(A). 
In terms of Gram matrices, zero is an eigenvalue of B ff and only if both 
sets of vectors (v l , . . . ,v ,}  and {vl@~ 1.. . . .  v,@~,} are linearly dependent. 
One way this can happen is ff v i = avj for some i ~ j. In this case [a[ = 1 and 
[aij[ = 1. Conversely, ff [aq[ = 1 for some i ~ j, then v i = av, for some a, and 
both A and B are singular. It is also possible for both A and B to be singular 
without having an off-diagonal entry of modulus 1. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
A I= 
1 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 1 
1 1 
~-  ~-  1 0 
1 1 
0 1 
B I= [i ill 1 0 ~ 1 2 
- ± 1 0 2 
1 0 1 
2 
Both A 1 and B 1 are singular; in fact rank(A1)= 2 and rank(B1)= 3. As 
Gram matrices, A 1 is based on the vectors v l=(1 ,0  ), v2=(0,1) ,  v3= 
(1 /¢~,  1 /¢~) ,  v4 = (1 /¢~,  - 1 /v~) ,  and B1 is based on v l®~ = (1,0,0,0),  
1 1 - ~,~). v2®~=(o ,o ,o ,1 ) ,v3®~3=(~,~,~,~) ,v4®~4- (~, -  ~ 2,1 1 
Now we turn to the case where A (and therefore B) is nonsingular. The 
proof of Theorem 2 requires an analysis of the case of equality in the 
proposition. Since it is short, we reproduce its proof. 
Proof o f  Proposition. If A is singular, there is nothing to prove. If A is 
nonsingnlar, let a = (det A ) /det  A(1), where A( i )  is the principal submatrix 
of A obtained by deleting row i and column i. Let E be the n-by-n matrix 
whose only nonzero entry is a 1 in position (1,1). Then A o = A-  aE is 
singular and in H , .  Define A x = A o + xE, so that A , - -A .  Define a linear 
hmct ion f (x )  = dc(Ax)  - c(e)det(Ax).  Then f ' (x )  = de(1 <9 A(1)) - 
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c(e)det A(1). Now for an (n - 1)-by-(n - 1) matrix X, the function d~(1 ~X)  
is of the form dc,(X ), where c' is a function of the symmetric group on 
2 . . . . .  n. So by induction, f ' (x )  >i O. Since f(0) = dc(Ao) >1 O, we may con- 
elude that f (x )  >1 O, for all x >/0. In particular, f (a )  >10. Since A = A a, the 
proof of the proposition is complete. • 
Proof o f  Theorem 2. Suppose that A is nonsingular and that det(A) is 
the smallest eigenvalue of B with corresponding unit eigenvector v = 
(v 1 . . . . .  v,). Further suppose that v I ~ 0. We will show that A(1) = 1,_ 1. 
Define c: S,--* C as in (2), so that de(A)= (Bv, v )= det(A). We have 
already shown that c satisfies the hypothesis of the proposition. That is, 
dc(H ) >1 0 for all H in H , .  Using the notation in the proof of the proposition, 
we have f(0) >/0, f (a )  = dc(A ) - det A = 0, f ' (x )  = de(1 ~A(1)) - det A(1) 
>1 0, and a> 0 (as A is nonsingular). It follows that f ' (x )= 0. That is 
d~(1 ~A(1) )= det A(1). But this means, since 1 ~A(1) is in C, ,  that ( (1~ 
B(1))v,v) = d~(1 SA(1)) = det(A(1)) = det(1 ~A(1)). Theorem 1, applied to 
I SA(1), implies that the spectrum of I~B(1)  is contained in the interval 
[det( lSA(1)) ,~) .  Apparently then, v is an eigenvector of I~B(1)  corre- 
sponding to its minimum eigenvalue det(1 SA(1)) = det A(1). Since the first 
component of v is nonzero (v I ¢ 0), we have det A(1) = 1. This implies that 
A(1) = 1,_ 1. (In general, ff C ~ C ,  then det(C) ~< 1, with equality if and only 
if C = I .  [1, p. 252].) 
We have shown that if v 1 ¢ 0 then A(1) = I . _  r Similarly, v i ¢ 0 implies 
A( i )= I . _  1 for i - -1 ,2  .. . . .  n. So ff more than two components of v are 
nonzero, then A = I. .  If exactly two components, ay v i and v i, are nonzero, 
then every off-diagonal entry of A is zero except possibly aii and ai~. Now 
suppose that just one component of v is nonzero. From By = (det A)v, we 
get det A = 1. Thus A = I . .  
The converse part of Theorem 2 is easy to verify. If A has exactly two 
nonzero entries, a i , and a .~ off of the main diagonal, then the eigenvalues of 
B are detn  = 1 -  ia~.l z, p'erA = 1+ lai.I ~, and 1 (with multiplicity n -  2). 
I 1 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. • 
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